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Abstract—Fuzz testing techniques are becoming pervasive for
their ever-improving ability to generate crashing trial cases for
programs. Memory safety violations however can lead to silent
corruptions and errors, and a fuzzer may recognize them only
in the presence of sanitization machinery. For closed-source
software combining sanitization with fuzzing incurs practical
obstacles that we try to tackle with an architecture-independent
proposal called QASan for detecting heap memory violations.
In our tests QASan is competitive with standalone sanitizers
and adds a moderate 1.61x average slowdown to the AFL++
fuzzer while enabling it to reveal more heap-related bugs.

1. Introduction
Memory safety is one of the most desirable properties for
software programs: violating it can bring difficult-to-analyze
errors, inconsistent results, silent memory corruptions, and
ultimately security vulnerabilities [1], [2]. Language designers and runtime architects have come up over the years with
different approaches, including automatic safety provers [3],
conservative garbage collectors [4], transformation systems
for safe dialects [5], and ultimately runtime checks for
languages that run in managed environments like Java [6].
Memory unsafe languages like C and C++ are however
indispensable for many tasks, such as system programming
and performance-sensitive scenarios. Building techniques
and tools to identify safety violations in programs before
their use in production today is still a heartfelt necessity.
From a security standpoint, memory corruption exploits
are getting more sophisticated over time: an attacker may
leverage safety violations to carry out control flow hijacking,
privilege escalation, and information leakage [7]. While
mainstream system defenses such as Address Space Layout
Randomization raised the bar for attackers, their reactive
nature cannot prevent such attacks in the general case.
Software developers today can benefit from multifaceted solutions for program testing, with publicly available frameworks for static techniques such as symbolic
execution [8], [9], abstract interpretation [10], and bounded
model checking [11], and for dynamic approaches such as
fuzzing [12] and sanitization [7]. In particular the last few
years have seen fuzz testing techniques getting the spotlight
due to their ability of efficiently generating crashing test
cases for programs [13]. However not all memory safety violations lead to an immediate crash [14], as for instance with
accesses to padding bytes inserted for alignment purposes.
Best practices nowadays often combine fuzzing with

sanitization [15]. Sanitization tools, or colloquially sanitizers, can directly observe incorrect behavior for specific
classes of violations as it happens. Sanitizers usually operate
by augmenting the program representation to insert tripwires
that expose violations of predefined policies.
Instrumenting the source code for sanitization usually
brings limited performance overhead, and developers can
naturally compose it with fuzzing techniques. This combination is unfortunately precluded to closed-source libraries
and programs, which prevail in the software landscape [15].
Sanitization tools available for binary programs typically build on dynamic binary translation frameworks [16].
Two practical factors hinder their composition with binary
fuzzing solutions: their standalone nature and the high overheads from the underlying translation technology.
Recently, researchers have prototyped static instrumentation solutions that modify binaries to insert the probes as if
they were added during compilation [15]. While rewriting
systems have significantly improved, they remain incomplete as they rely on structural properties of the code. For
instance, 32-bit platforms are presently out of their reach,
while today they are still relevant for e.g. IoT devices [7].
Our Proposal. In this paper we address the practical gap
between binary fuzzing and sanitization by proposing a sanitization design that naturally complements existing fuzzing
solutions. Its QASan implementation can mimic the capabilities in detecting heap memory violations of ASan (Address
Sanitizer [17]), which according to recent research [7] is by
far the most widely adopted sanitizer today.
To facilitate its integration in existing fuzzing proposals,
QASan builds on top of the QEMU translation framework.
In the design we handle memory-related metadata in a
way that makes it compatible with heterogeneous architectures, supporting binary rehosting scenarios and reducing
the memory pressure on the analyzed target application.
The paper describes a two-pronged evaluation. In the
first part we measure the accuracy of QASan in detecting
heap violations using a well-known test suite. We then show
the end-to-end utility of our proposal by evaluating its integration in the popular AFL++ fuzzer [18]. On a selection of
well-tested programs, QASan reveals non-crashing bugs that
would be missed by standard fuzzers. When integrated in
the normal working of a fuzzer, we measure a performance
overhead of 1.26-2.74x for our sanitization scheme, which
can be appealing in dynamic testing scenarios.
To foster further research in the area, we share QASan
as open source at https://github.com/andreafioraldi/qasan.

2. Background
In this section we describe the main elements behind
sanitizers, focusing on heap safety violations. We then introduce instrumentation solutions available for the design of
sanitization and fuzzing tools that operate on binary code.

2.1. Memory Sanitization
A recent work [7] describes sanitizers as dynamic bug
finding tools that produce precise results valid for the observed execution instance. Unlike exploit mitigations deployed in production by operating systems, the goal of
sanitizers is finding errors before a software gets released.
For this reason, sanitizers are allowed a bigger resource
budget to precisely locate a bug (instead of only detecting
a generic error later in time), and possible false alerts can
be tolerated as long as their number is manageable [7].
Sanitizers are available for different categories of bugs,
such as memory safety violations, type errors, and undefined
behavior. A common trait of many solutions is to instrument
the code of the program and/or the surrounding software
stack with explicit detection sequences that expose violations of a policy, which otherwise could go unnoticed or later
cause difficult-to-diagnose crashes or incorrect results [1].
The focus of this paper are memory safety violations
occurring in the heap regions, which as we mentioned earlier
are widespread in real-world software and can pave the way
to several classes of exploitation attacks. A safety violation
happens when a pointer references an area other than the
one belonging to the object that the pointer was initially
defined for. Such violations can be spatial or temporal.
Spatial safety violations happen when an access is (partially) outside the bounds of the intended object for the
pointer. Allocation defines such bounds: any following arithmetic shall keep a pointer inside one object of interest.
There are two main approaches to detecting spatial violations [1]. Object-based approaches track allocated memory
objects and check whether memory dereferences fall entirely
within a single object. Boundaries of adjacent objects can be
distinguished either through range lookup operations, which
however can incur very high overheads [1], or by altering
the layout of objects to enforce protection mechanisms,
trading increased memory usage for better performance. For
instance, some sanitizers pad objects with redzones of bytes
that get marked as invalid in an internal representation,
known as shadow memory, that they use to validate accesses.
Pointer-based approaches track base and bounds for
each pointer, and are more complete than object-based
solutions as they can catch for instance dereferences of
pointers that point to memory from an object other than their
intended one. However they are generally incompatible with
uninstrumented code [7] and incur higher overheads as they
need to propagate metadata through pointer manipulations.
Temporal safety violations occur instead when a memory
dereference happens through a pointer that is no longer
valid, i.e. the pointed object is no longer the same as when
the pointer was created [19]. Dangling pointers are a com-

mon case of temporal violations, as they lead to bugs and
also to security vulnerabilities in use-after-free scenarios [7].
Our proposal extends the popular ASan sanitizer to work
over binaries and boost fuzzing scenarios. ASan follows an
object-based approach for detecting spatial violations. It uses
compile-time instrumentation to capture memory operations
for their validation, and interposes on memory allocations to
update its shadow memory and to pad objects with redzones.
It also supports sound, but incomplete detection of temporal
violations by delaying memory reallocation operations. We
will further detail its internals throughout §3.2 and §3.3.

2.2. Instrumentation for Binary Analysis
The design of instrumentation frameworks for supporting program analyses over binary-only software is a largely
studied problem in the programming language, systems, and
security research communities [16]. A common requirement
for sanitizers, also shared with the fuzz testing scenario that
we target for QASan, is the support for probe insertion
into the program. Probes monitor and mediate classes of
instructions that contribute to the object of the analysis, such
as memory accesses when detecting memory violations or
control flow transfers when tracking path exploration.
To this end binary rewriting techniques have been
studied since the early ’90s [20]. Frameworks such as
DynInst [21] provide static instrumentation using trampolines that overwrite the instructions of interest to invoke
analysis code. While this research area keeps evolving [22],
supporting real-world COTS binaries has historically proved
elusive for a number of factors, such as accurate disassembly
without symbol information, ambiguity on indirect-branch
targets, use of shared libraries, and dynamic code generation.
Other works explored reassembly [23] to turn the hardcoded code and data references from the output of disassemblers into labels, heavily simplifying subsequent code
manipulations and recompilation. Recently RetroWrite [15]
uses reassembly to add sanitization probes to x64 positionindependent code. Albeit very efficient, these approaches are
not general as they depend on characteristics of the compiled
code and the platform, with only few settings supported.
A different approach is to build analyses around dynamic
binary translation (DBT) systems, which can monitor and
potentially alter every instruction as the program is about to
execute it [24]. DBT solutions can cover all the cases mentioned earlier as difficult for static techniques, albeit at the
price of slower execution, and expose to a (non-adversarial)
program the same addresses and data that it would see in a
native execution [16]. Among popular frameworks, Pin [25]
and DynamoRIO [26] work by manipulating copies of the
original instructions, while Valgrind [27] and QEMU [28]
translate them to a compilable intermediate representation.
Valgrind is the basis of the popular memcheck memory error detector [27], while DynamoRIO is behind
the Dr. Memory tool [29]. With the notable exception
of WinAFL [30], neither framework became popular for
fuzzing. On the other hand, QEMU has become the technology of choice for a large body of binary fuzzing research
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(e.g., [31]–[33]). Some of the reasons behind its popularity
are the support for many platforms with a unified design,
the simplicity of its Tiny Code Generator component when
inserting instrumentation of different kinds, and the performance improvements seen for its User Emulation mode.

3.1. Overview
OK

QASan follows the object-based approach of ASan to
enact its sanitization capabilities over heap accesses made
in binary programs. It builds around QEMU User Emulation to intercept read and write operations in the code
under analysis, represented by the executable sections of a
program and/or libraries of interest. QASan then performs
interposition in the address space of the target program for
events involving the allocation and release of heap memory.
The design comprises two main components. The first
is a QEMU extension that maintains a shadow memory for
the target’s heap within the address space of the emulator,
and augments the Tiny Code Generator (TCG) to insert
probes for memory accesses. When the program executes
an instrumented memory access, we execute an analysis
code inlined in the compiled emulated code to validate the
operation or detect an error. Finally, this component also
maintains a shadow stack to provide contextual information
for allocation sites later involved in memory violations.
The second component is a runtime library preloaded
when starting the target program. Its main role is to intercept
heap allocation operations, padding objects with redzones
for underflow and overflow accesses. It also enforces a quarantine for free operations to detect temporal heap violations.
Once execution starts, the runtime interacts with the
QEMU extension through hypercalls to update the shadow
representation upon heap memory allocation or release. It
also uses hypercalls for faster validation when the target
calls commodity library functions for memory manipulation.

3.2. QASan Extension for QEMU
The primary tasks of the QEMU component of QASan
are instrumenting memory accesses and hosting the shadow
memory representation necessary for their validation.
Memory Accesses. The TCG is a pivotal element in QEMU
as it transforms instructions from the target binary architecture to RISC-like emulated TCG operations, and in turn
compiles them to instructions that execute natively on the
host architecture that runs QEMU.
Intercepting memory accesses at TCG level is rather
convenient. QEMU lifts heterogeneous primitives from different architectures using the same load and store TCG
operations. Instrumentation completeness easily follows, as
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Figure 1. Architecture of QASan and its main components.

SIMD instructions and unbounded rep-like patterns are
translated with repetitions of such operations.
v o i d t c g g e n q e m u l d i 6 4 ( TCGv i64 v a l , TCGv a d d r ,
TCGArg i d x , TCGMemOp memop ) {
[...]
g e n l d s t i 6 4 ( INDEX op qemu ld i64 , v a l , a d d r , memop , i d x ) ;
s w i t c h ( memop & MO SIZE ) {
c a s e MO 64 : q a s a n g e n l o a d 8 ( a d d r , i d x ) ; break ;
c a s e MO 32 : q a s a n g e n l o a d 4 ( a d d r , i d x ) ; break ;
c a s e MO 16 : q a s a n g e n l o a d 2 ( a d d r , i d x ) ; break ;
c a s e MO 8 : q a s a n g e n l o a d 1 ( a d d r , i d x ) ; break ;
default :
qasan gen load8 ( addr , idx ) ;
}
}

The excerpt above shows how we instrument a memory
load from the TCG engine. After the instruction generation,
we add a switch construct to determine the operand size and
invoke the QASan helper for that size. The helper verifies if
the instruction belongs to a code module to be sanitized and
instruments it for validity checking accordingly. Handling
memory stores is analogous and omitted for brevity.
Shadow Memory. The design of ASan relies on a shadow
memory to deem the validity of a memory read or write
access. Instead of mirroring memory with a shadow representation of the same size, ASan uses only a 1/n fraction
of it building on the observation that heap allocations return
addresses aligned to 2n bytes, with n ≥ 3 typically.
In particular, in the default setting of n = 3 ASan uses
1 byte to store which bytes in a 8-byte memory region
are addressable: all of them, the first k ∈ {1..7}, or none.
ASan hosts the shadow memory in the address space of
the program, which is as big as max bytes, by reserving a
partition of size max /8 at address offset . Whenever instrumentation needs to validate an access to an address addr , it
can efficiently retrieve the corresponding entry in the shadow
memory by accessing address offset + (addr  3).
In QASan we chose to allocate the shadow memory
region inside the emulator. This approach brings two advantages: we reduce the memory pressure on the analyzed
program, which is a known problem for memory-intensive
applications and 32-bit architectures [7], and we can use
the same indexing scheme for architectures with different
addressing modes (e.g., x86 and MIPS) as in the TCG we
operate on addresses normalized for the host platform.

To store and check validity information we follow ASan.
A zero entry indicates a fully valid 8-byte region, and when
fewer a positive integer equals the number of valid first
bytes. As unaligned unsafe accesses are very rare [17], for 8byte load and store operations we only check if the shadow
memory entry for the address is zero. For shorter sizes we
use a bitmask, for instance for a 1-byte load we check:
u i n t p t r t h = ( u i n t p t r t ) addr ;
int8 t*
s h a d o w a d d r = ( i n t 8 t * ) ( h >> 3 ) + SHADOW OFFSET ;
int8 t
k = * shadow addr ;
r e t u r n k ! = 0 && ( i n t p t r t ) ( ( h & 7 ) + 1 ) > k ;

The access is valid on a zero return value: this holds if k
is zero or larger than the last three bits of the address [17].
Additional Tasks. The QEMU component of QASan ships
two further facilities that assist the runtime in the target.
The first one is a hypercall mechanism that lets the
runtime transfer control to analysis code running in the emulator. As we will explain in the next section, this mechanism
is essential to update the shadow memory when the program allocates or releases memory. Similarly to most DBT
schemes, the design of QEMU establishes a barrier between
the regions accessible to the emulated target and those for
emulator and analysis code. This barrier can however be
broken for instance for system call translation, when the
emulator executes such a call on behalf of the target.
We thus introduce a fictional system call number to trigger a hypercall for QASan. This mechanism is architectureagnostic and allows the runtime to yield control and transfer
data to the analysis code, for instance regarding an allocation
operation. We then devise a more efficient, architecturespecific variant that triggers the QASan analysis code directly, avoiding the switch operation on the number in the
QEMU system call handler. Namely, we introduce a custom
opcode in the instruction set that the TCG lifter for the
architecture (e.g., x86) recognizes and translates efficiently.
The second facility is a shadow stack to track the calling
context (i.e., the sequence of functions currently active on
the stack [34]) of heap allocations. This information is crucial to track the origin of heap blocks that later get involved
in memory violations. While ASan determines the calling
context by unwinding the stack on an allocation event, this
solution would not work in our scenario as binaries are often
compiled without stack frame pointers used for unwinding.
We thus track call and ret instructions to maintain a
shadow stack that mirrors the program’s call stack.

3.3. QASan Runtime for Target Execution
The runtime component operates alongside the target
program to interpose on heap manipulations for updating
the shadow memory and enforcing quarantine policies for
detecting temporal violations, and on commodity memory
manipulation functions for faster and accurate validation. To
implement the runtime we use a dynamically linked library
that we preload at program startup to hook function symbols.
Memory Allocation and Release. Similarly to ASan, we
hook and replace with specialized implementations functions like malloc, free, realloc, posix_memalign,

and others used for heap allocation. Interposition is necessary for two tasks: keeping the shadow memory up to date,
and padding each buffer with surrounding redzones to detect
underflow and overflow errors when dereferencing pointers.
For a newly allocated object we issue a single hypercall
to update the shadow memory representation and to mark its
surrounding redzones as inaccessible. The hypercall specifies metadata such as address and size for the object, while
the size of redzones is a user-configurable global parameter.
One difference with ASan is that it stores allocation
metadata (size, thread id, context) within redzones, thus their
minimum size is 32 bytes [17]. In QASan we maintain
this information—retrieving the calling context from the
shadow stack—in the emulator using an interval tree. This
choice enables the user to choose smaller redzones when
they seek better performance at the cost of possibly more
false negatives, while from a design perspective minimizing
the intrusiveness in the target memory may turn out useful
for extending QASan to whole-system sanitization.
Finally, QASan may detect use-after-free temporal violations like ASan by using a quarantine strategy to delay
immediate reallocation of buffers freed by the program. We
poison the freed area in the shadow memory so that if the
application dereferences a dangling pointer that falls in the
region (not yet reallocated) of a previously freed object, the
hooks for memory accesses will detect the violation.
Commodity Functions. Programs typically make use of
standard library functions to perform routine tasks for memory byte (e.g., memcpy) and string (e.g., strcmp, atoi)
manipulation. ASan uses interceptors for several such functions from libc to validate the involved memory regions
before executing them. In QASan we follow a similar strategy, as we can see in interposition excerpt below for atoi:
i n t a t o i ( c o n s t char * s t r ) {
libqasan strlen ( s t r ) + 1;
size t len =
QASAN LOAD( s t r , l e n ) ;
return
lq libc atoi ( str );
}

The symbol hooking mechanism of the runtime rewires
program calls to the standard atoi function to our specialized version, which makes a single QASAN_LOAD hypercall
to validate the involved memory buffer efficiently at once
before invoking the original libc implementation.
When looking for subtle bugs, the user may wish to
sanitize memory accesses made in other functions of the
library. In ASan this usually implies compiling and linking
a sanitized libc version for the program. The design of
QASan allows for using a standard uninstrumented libc,
and makes special provisions for its load widening uses.
To explain load widening we borrow from a popular
discussion on the LLVM mailing list [35]: consider a char
a[22] array and an operation a[16]+a[21]. The LLVM
compiler may emit a 8-byte load from &a[16] to read both
bytes at once when the array is 16-byte aligned and located
on stack, yet this load results out of bounds by 2 bytes.
The discussion eventually led to introducing optimization
metadata that ASan uses to ignore such cases, while binaryonly approaches like RetroWrite and QAsan can only detect
them as false positives [36]. However when found in stan-

dard library code false alerts of this kind could be a showstopper for the analysis causing an early termination. We
found many load widening instances in libc from SIMD
instructions defined as inline assembly in its source code1 .
In QASan we opted to rewire a selection of commodity
memory manipulation functions, for which in our experience
we encountered load widening cases in their implementation
(§A), to semantically equivalent, memory-safe counterparts.
We then use hot patching to intercept internal calls to such
“troublesome” functions from other functions of the libc
library: since these calls would not be caught by symbol
hooking, we insert a trampoline in the entry block of the
called functions to forward them to our safe variants.

Fuzzing kernel code is an active research area [37], [38],
but sanitizers have traditionally been out of reach for kernel
code [7]. Two Google projects [39], [40] can now sanitize
64-bit Linux kernels using source instrumentation, while
Windows and 32-bit architectures are presently out of reach.
Another direction could be the integration of MSan [41],
a sanitization technique for uninitialized memory reads.
With source-based instrumentation ASan and MSan cannot
be used together as each would interfere with accesses made
to the shadow representation of the other, while keeping such
representations in the emulator as in QASan would avoid it.

3.4. Discussion

This section describes a two-pronged evaluation. We first
review the ability of QASan to find violations in a collection
of benchmarks for which the ground truth is known. We then
evaluate its end-to-end utility, showing it can expose bugs
otherwise missed by a state-of-the-art fuzzer, and measure
the overhead added to the fuzzing process by sanitization.

Fuzzer Integration. The design of QASan can naturally
complement existing fuzzing solutions based on QEMU
User Emulation. We implemented our QEMU extension in
the 3.11 release of the emulator, adding ∼500 LOCs for handling hypercalls and maintaining a shadow stack, and ∼200
for hooking memory accesses and generating validation
code in the TCG emulator. Transferring our patches to the
AFL++ [18] fuzzing framework required only very few, superficial changes. We believe extending other QEMU-based
fuzzers would be similarly simple: our extension does not
interfere with the normal working of TCG that they extend
with instrumentation, nor alters the code layout and transfers
that drive coverage-guided fuzzing [12]. The startup scripts
from a testing harness need then a modification to set an
environment variable to preload our runtime.
Strengths and Limitations. QASan brings off-the-shelf
heap memory sanitization for binary fuzzing, which as we
experimentally explore in §4.2 can reveal bugs otherwise
likely to be missed. We build it around QEMU due to
the latter’s practical relevance, however the instrumentation
features we strictly need (i.e., memory hooks and system call
forwarding) are available in nearly any DBT system [16].
The design is compatible with different architectures, opening the door to rehosting scenarios for, e.g., firmware testing.
Compared to ASan, our main limitation is the inability to
check access validity for global variables, stack objects, and
intra-object fields. These are well-known pitfalls of binary
approaches [7], [15]: such data units are difficult to locate
in the first place due to information loss from compilation,
then their layout cannot be altered with redzones without
patching all the references to them in the code.
The insertion of hooks to validate memory accesses may
be suboptimal in terms of performance. This happens for
accesses that do not involve the heap or that a compiler
can optimize. For the first case we whitelist stack-specific
instructions like pop in lifters, while a static analysis could
exclude more instructions whose access target is statically
determinable. The second case applies mainly to unoptimized binary code, for instance when the compiler did not
hoist a loop-invariant memory read outside a loop.
Future Directions. A promising avenue for further research
is to extend our implementation to full-system sanitization.

4. Evaluation

4.1. Memory Violations
We evaluate the memory violation finding abilities of our
implementation using the Juliet C/C++ test suite v1.3, which
contains a large collection of test cases for over 100 classes
of vulnerabilities. Among those we select those pertaining to
memory safety violations, namely: CWE-121 (Stack-based
Buffer Overflow), CWE-122 (Heap-based Buffer Overflow),
CWE-124 (Buffer Underwrite), CWE-126 (Buffer Overread), CWE-127 (Buffer Under-read), CWE-415 (Double
Free), CWE-416 (Use After Free), CWE-590 (Free Memory
not on the Heap). We leave out test cases that depend
on external sources or seek specific values from random
oracles, as they inherently demand for static analyses.
Table 1 reports figures collected when compiling the
tests for an x64 Linux target. We arranged the categories
so that the violations in the first group may involve global
storage, heap, or stack memory, while in the second group
they are heap-only. Half of the test cases in each group are
by design true negatives (TN), i.e., they are memory-safe.
We compare QASan against source-based instrumentation with ASan and a DBT-based approach with the popular
Valgrind memcheck. Note that both tools cover more sources
of errors than QASan, such as spatial safety violations for
stack and global storage in ASan (§3.4), and memory leaks
and reading uninitialized memory in Valgrind. To allow for a
fair comparison, we disable the latter detections in Valgrind
as they are not spatial and temporal violations (§2.1, [7]),
while for ASan we use the default configuration.
Interestingly, none of the three tools incur false positives
(FP) in our tests, thus the sum of true positives (TP) and false
negatives (FN) will account for 50% of the tests, or less when
the budget of 3 seconds expires for some tests. In the heaponly group highlighted in bold, QASan is as accurate as
1. ASan handles inline assembly sequences only partially, implying that
memory access instrumentation may not be complete for some functions.

TABLE 1. R ESULTS FOR THE J ULIET TEST SUITE . C OLUMNS TP AND FN
ARE IN %. TN AND FP WERE ALWAYS 50% AND 0%, RESPECTIVELY.
Category

Tests

CWE-121
CWE-124
CWE-126
CWE-127
CWE-122
CWE-415
CWE-416
CWE-590
Total
2nd group

5720
1856
1260
1856
6780
1636
786
4560
25030
13954

QASan

ASan

memcheck

TP

FN

TP

FN

TP

FN

21.75
39.28
22.86
25.86
47.88
50.0
50.0
49.98
38,75
48,95

27.55
10.72
27.14
24.14
2.12
0.0
0.0
0.0
11,08
1,05

49.86
50.0
47.46
50.0
47.17
50.0
50.0
50.0
49,05
48,6

0.14
0.0
2.54
0.0
2.83
0.0
0.0
0.0
0,95
1,4

25.82
39.28
22.86
25.86
47.88
50.0
50.0
50.0
39,71
48,95

23.48
10.72
27.14
24.14
2.12
0.0
0.0
0.0
10,13
1,05

TABLE 2. R EPORTED BUGS AND THROUGHPUT FOR AFL++ .
Program
c-ares
guetzli
json
libxml2
openssl
pcre2
re2
woff2

Reported bugs
standard
QASan
0
1
1
1
1
2
0
2
0
1
16
29
0
0
0
0

Executions per second (avg)
standard
QASan
overhead
859
618
1.39x
642
426
1.51x
662
472
1.40x
441
350
1.26x
118
43
2.74x
613
457
1.34x
653
448
1.46x
550
246
2.24x

memcheck, and they both outperform ASan as they explore
standard library code not modeled by ASan. When we
disable libc instrumentation, the TP percentage drops to
45.04% for CWE-122 as QASan currently implements less
models than ASan, while it stays unaltered for the other 7
categories. For the mixed group of the first four table entries,
in three of them QASan and memcheck detect essentially the
same errors, i.e., those that involve heap objects. For CWE121, which comprises only stack violations, memcheck has
special provisions to detect accesses that overrun the top of
the stack and do not lead to an immediate crash. For the
time being we opted not to add extra instrumentation (and
thus overhead when fuzzing) for handling such cases. On the
contrary, the possibility for ASan to alter the stack layout
at the source level brings much higher TP percentages.

4.2. Sanitized Fuzzing
As anticipated in §3.4, we integrated QASan in AFL++,
a greybox fuzzing framework that implements state-of-theart techniques like input-to-state correspondence [42] and
single-byte compare coverage [43]. For its QEMU backend,
AFL++ uses an efficient forking mechanism to reduce the
overhead of DBT recompilations across different executions.
To explore the end-to-end utility of our proposal, we
test a subset of 8 programs from the Google Fuzzer Test
Suite (FTS) [44] reported in the first column of Table 2. The
programs feature memory corruptions and other subtle bugs
and are commonly used in the literature: they derive from
real-world software tested by the OSS-Fuzz initiative [45],
thus are not expected to contain shallow bugs. We make
runs of 12 hours on an Intel i7-8565U machine with low
background activity, using FTS seeds when available2 .
The number of bugs found when QASan is active is
higher than with the standard configuration of AFL++.

We verified that all the additional bugs would only be
revealed with sanitization enabled, with the exception of a
segmentation fault for json missed by AFL++ due to fuzzing
entropy. For pcre2 we found many bugs not listed in the
documentation of the suite. Among all benchmarks, QASan
identified 4 (heap) read overflow, 3 write overflow, 4 read
underflow, and 11 use-after-free violations (details in §B).
As for time overheads, we should consider that while
DBT approaches are expensive on a single execution, in
a well-engineered fuzzer code-cache sharing upon forking
amortizes a large fraction of the translation overhead. We
thus compare how many executions per second AFL++
completes: with QASan enabled we observe overheads in
the range 1.26-2.74x, with a geometric mean of 1.61x.

5. Related Work
This section details related research not covered in §2.
Developers have explored custom allocators to detect violations in binaries without instrumenting memory accesses.
Guard pages are used in e.g. [47]–[49] to allocate an individual page for each object—to be placed at the end
of the page—followed by one unaccessible page to detect
overflows. These solutions are incomplete and typically
probabilistic, have a high memory footprint, miss underflows
in read operations, and may violate alignment rules.
BaseSAFE [50] is a specialized system for testing cellular basebands that combines a drop-in allocator with heap
canaries checked with the heavyweight hooks of the Unicorn
emulation engine. While its design is tightly coupled to a
custom software stack and to partial rehosting of a memory
dump, BaseSAFE brings prompt advances to the fuzz testing
practice for low-level parsers in embedded targets.
HQEMU [51] reduces the overhead of QEMU using
additional threads to reoptimize TCG traces with online
profiling information and the heavy-duty LLVM compiler.
DBILL [52] later extends it to insert sanitization machinery.
While efficient on long-running executions, this approach
seems not appealing for fuzzing: a fuzzer attempts a very
high number of executions, often with shared code caches,
and available CPU cores can be used for concurrent fuzzing.
Song et al. provide an excellent and up-to-date overview
of sanitization research in [7]. The interplay of fuzzing and
memory violations is studied in ParmeSan [53], which uses
sanitization tripwires to steer a fuzzer and expose violations
earlier, and in UAFuzz [54], which extends grey-box fuzzing
with direct metrics to look for use-after-free bugs.

6. Concluding Remarks
QASan brings a timely addition to the fuzzing realm for
exposing memory safety errors in binaries. While its design
opens the door to directions like whole-system sanitization,
its implementation is mature enough to handle complex
software like gcc and LibreOffice with no false positives
when invoking libc code. We share QASan as open source.
2. For libxml we borrow seeds from the fuzzdata project [46], while for
pcre we use an empty seed and provide AFL++ with a dictionary.
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In the following we provide additional details on the
experiments described in §4.2. We report the version of
the FTS benchmarks used in our tests, and the heap safety
violations that QASan found when fuzzing them:
Program
c-ares
guetzli
json
libxml2
openssl
pcre2

Version
51fbb47
9afd0bb
b04543e
v2.9.2
1.0.1f
183 (SVN)

re2
woff2

499ef7e
9476664

Reported violations
1 write overflow
1 read overflow, 1 write overflow
1 read overflow
11 use-after-free, 2 read overflow, 1
write overflow, 4 read underflow
-

To distinguish crashes we do not use the value reported
by AFL-derived fuzzers based on code coverage, but we
use the instruction pointer value registered for the offending memory violation. Below we report a screenshot of a
violation report from QASan when fuzzing libxml2:

